system having a horizontal x-axis and a vertical ^-axis. If $ is a family of horizontal lines (in (P), we say that <3> is of first category (measure zero) if the union of the members of <£ intersects the y-axis in a linear set of first category (measure zero). If r£8, we denote by $[r] the family of horizontal lines obtained from $ as follows : if L is a member of # and intersects the y-axis at y^ then the horizontal line that intersects the j-axis at yo+r is made a member of <ï > [3, p. 9, Proposition Pi] there exists a subset A of (P such that the intersection of every horizontal line with A is an at most enumerable set and the intersection of every vertical line with (P-A is an at most enumerable set; if we let <£ consist of a single horizontal line, the truth of (0#), (OM), (Ofc), and (OM) is apparent. THEOREM 
The conjunction of (33K) and (OK) is equivalent to (H).
PROOF, (a) Assume that (H) is true. Then Lemma 1 implies that (33K) is true, and the truth of (OK) follows from Lemma 2.
(b) Assume that (33K) and (OK) are true. If (H) is false, then, in view of (iii) of (OK), there exist p vertical lines, with & 0 <p<2** 0 , whose union intersects (P -A in a set whose orthogonal projection, 5, on the j-axis is of power less than 2**°. If T is the intersection of the 3^-axis with the union of the members of <£>, then, by (i) of (OK), T is a linear set of first category, and (33K) implies that 8 contains a residual subset R with the property that SC\T[r] is empty for every rÇiR-This means that, for some uÇiU, every member of $ [u] intersects each of the aforementioned £ vertical lines in a point of A, which contradicts (ii) of (OK). Consequently, (H) is true.
THEOREM 2. The conjunction of (33M) and (QM) is equivalent to (H).
PROOF. In the proof of Theorem 1, replace "(33K)" by "(33M)", "(OK)" by "(OM)'\ "first category" by "measure zero," and "residual subset R" by "subset R such that 8 -R is of measure zero." THEOREM 3. The conjunction of (So!) and (0#) is equivalent to (H).
PROOF, (a) Assume that (H) is true. Then Lemma 1 implies that (33K) is true, and the truth of (0|) follows from Lemma 2.
(b) Assume that (33#) and (0#) are true. If (H) is false, then, in view of (iii) of (0#), there exist p vertical lines, with fc$ 0 <p<2** 0 , whose union intersects (P-A in a set whose orthogonal projection, 5, on the ;y-axis is of power less than 2**°. If !T is the intersection of the 3>-axis with the union of the members of <ï>, then, by (i) of (Q^), T is a linear set of first category, and ($8%) implies the existence of an rÇz& such that 5P\T[r] is empty. This means that every member of some translation of <3> intersects each of the aforementioned p vertical lines in a point of A, which contradicts (ii) of (0&). Consequently, (H) is true.
THEOREM 4. The conjunction of ($8%) and (OM) is equivalent to (H).
